Rights of Light, Daylight & Sunlight

MAXIMISING
DEVELOPMENT
POTENTIAL
MINIMISING
RISK.

Our offer includes:
• Pre-aquisition advice and
feasibility studies
• Rights of light assessments, advice
and strategy
• Daylight & sunlight reports for       
planning
• Environmental Impact Assessment
(EIA) chapters

eb7’s comprehensive daylight, sunlight and rights of light
service caters to the needs of Developers, Architects,
Planners and Adjoining Owners.

• Design steering and massing
envelope studies

Our services range from initial project feasibility advice
to formal assessments and development envelopes,
planning reports and rights of light negotiations.

• Internal amenity and daylight
design

We have a broad and thorough understanding of
the technical basis of all these issues, many of which
have required us to develop bespoke software and
testing methodologies. We use many different sources
of information and technology to supplement our
services such as photogrammetry and 3D laser survey
information.

• Development cutbacks & area loss
calculations

• Light pollution and solar glare
studies
• Rights of light negotiations
between developers and affected
neighbours
• Expert witness through legal            
proceedings or planning appeal
and public inquiry
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Case study

Royal Wharf

Royal Wharf (formerly Minoco Wharf) is a 41 acre site
with a possible 3500 residential units provided within
more than 30 separate blocks. We been involved with the
outline master plan application for the full development
site and the detailed submission for each phase.
The master planning phase required an iterative design
steering process to ensure an excellent provision of
natural lighting was achievable within each individual
plot whilst still achieving the required volumes across
the development. This process required highly visual
and intuitive analyses, which could easily be fed into
the design along with other considerations, whilst also
forming part of the outline planning application.
The detailed design of the development was informed
by our detailed daylight and sunlight calculations
and design advice and the planning application was
supported by a full environmental statement.  
The scheme has since been granted outline consent
and a number of phases of the development have been
granted full detailed planning permission.

Client: Ballymore
Architect: Glen Howells
Area: c.40 Acres
Units: c.3,400

Daylight and sunlight design
steering
• Massing layouts and sizing
(envelopes & scheme orientation)
• Internal daylight and sunlight
design
• Window / room sizing

Planning application
(including EIA)
• Daylight and sunlight impacts to
surrounding buildings
• Daylight and sunlight within
proposed dwellings
• Overshadowing of amenity spaces
• Light pollution assessment
• Reflected solar glare assessment
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Case study

Merchant Square

Merchant Square is formed of 6 buildings within the
Paddington Basin redevelopment.   It is one of the
highest density developments in central London and
so the provision of good levels of natural lighting, in
accordance with relevant design standards, was one of
the major challenges of the design.  
With large residential buildings in such close proximity
to one another, the provision of good levels of natural
lighting was greatly dependent upon the collaboration
between the different members of the design team.
Significant consideration was given to the location
of massing, facade treatments and internal design to
ensure the scheme achieved good levels of natural
lighting and complied with relevant design standards
whilst working within the constraints imposed by many
other design factors.

Client: European Land
Use: Mixed Use
Architects: Farrells / Rogers Stirk Harbour
Area: c. 2 million ft²

Daylight and sunlight design
steering
• Internal daylight and sunlight
design
• Window / room sizing

Planning application
(including EIA)
• Daylight and sunlight impacts to
surrounding buildings
• Daylight and sunlight within
proposed dwellings
• Overshadowing of amenity spaces
• Light pollution assessment
• Reflected solar glare assessment

The planning application was accompanied by a
full environmental statement for which we prepared
sections relating to daylight, sunlight, overshadowing,
light pollution and solar glare.   This scheme has
subsequently gained full planning permission and is
currently under construction.
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Case study

The Atlas Building

The Atlas Building development consists of a landmark
40 storey residential tower and an adjacent 10 storey
commercial building located to the north of the Old
Street roundabout in Shoreditch.
The design of the Atlas Building is a direct response to the
innovation of Silicon Roundabout and the developing
context of neighbouring tall buildings. In addition
to residential and commercial spaces of the highest
quality the scheme also delivers generous outdoor
amenity including private balconies, roof terraces and
landscaped public open space.

Client: Rocket Investments
Use: Mixed use (Office / Residential)
Architect: Make
Area: 7,500m²/ 80,700 ft²

Planning application
(including EIA)
• Daylight and sunlight impacts to
surrounding buildings
• Daylight and sunlight within
proposed dwellings
• Overshadowing of amenity spaces
• Light pollution assessment
• Solar glare assessment

eb7 worked closely with the architects and design team
to create a scheme that goes far beyond the relevant
design standards, both in terms of the provision of high
quality residential apartments and also the scheme’s
effect upon the surrounding environment.
This process has involved optimising the massing
of both buildings as well as feeding into the design
of the internal layouts, windows and balconies.   The
results of our assessments have been presented to the
Local Planning Authority as part of a highly detailed
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA).
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Our clients
360 Developments A2 Dominion Access Self Storage Aecom Aegis Affinity Sutton
Aitch Group Arcadia Group Ardmore Ballymore Banda Properties Bellway Homes
BMOR Bouygues Cambridge City Council Canary Wharf Group CBRE Chantry
Estates City of London Development Securities Deloitte Dolphin Square Foundation
Durkan Estates European Land Fairview New Homes Family Mosaic First Base
Fizzy Living Freshwater Glebe Gleeds Greenwich Hospital Grosvenor Securities
Groveworld Hammerson Hermes JLL Keepmoat Knightsbridge Student Housing
L&Q Landid Linton Group London Borough of Camden London Borough of
Ealing London Borough of Islington London Borough of Southwark Marcus Cooper
Medina Capital MEPC Monsoon Accessorize Montcalm Hotels Morgan Sindall
NESTA New Covent Garden Market Nordcapital Orion Land Peabody Pegasus
Life Poplar HARCA PPR Estates Ramboll Environ Rocket Investments Rockwell
Residential Rydon Savills Shanley Homes Soho Housing Association Southern
Grove Southern Housing
Realty

Telford Homes

Sports Direct St Modwen Standard Life Sumitomo
Thackery Estates

Thames Valley Housing Association

United House Vivienne Westwood Waterman West Properties Wilmott Dixon

Recent projects
1 Bank Street 10 Bank Street 100 Leadenhall Street 184 Sheperds Bush Road
Addlestone Town Centre Ashford Hospital Atlas Building (145 City Road) BHS
Ealing Bishopsgate Goodsyard Canelletto (259 City Road) Catford Stadium Chrisp
Street Market Christie's, Nine Elms Elmington Estate Regeneration Green Man Lane
Regeneration Greenwich Peninsula

Hale Village Hammersmith Grove Hayes and

Harlington Regeneration Leegate Regeneration London City Island / Leamouth
Peninsula Merchant Square Minoco Wharf / Royal Wharf New Covent Garden Market
New Festival Quarter Newfoundland Parsons Tower Royal London House Sherwood
Close Estate Regeneration Thamesmead Regeneration Treaty Centre Hounslow
Wellington Place, Leeds Whipps Cross Hospital Whitecross Estate Regeneration
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Who we are
Founded in 2007 eb7 are recognised specialists in
Rights of Light and the associated planning issue
of Daylight & Sunlight. Along with our Party Wall,
Building Consultancy and Sustainability teams we
deliver a holistic service tailored to every project
and the needs of each individual client.
The directors and team within eb7 have many
years’ experience advising on the most complex
developments in London and throughout the UK.  
Working to the principles of delivering straightforward, robust advice in a timely manner your
project will always be overseen by an experienced
Director and professional team

The Directors
Ian Thody
Director
020 7148 6293
ian.thody@eb7.co.uk
Ian has over 12 years’ experience as a rights
of light and daylight & sunlight consultant
providing consultancy to some of the country’s
leading Architects, Planners and Developers.  He
has experience at committee meetings, appeal
hearings and public enquiry.
Jonathan Lonergan
Director
020 7148 6294
Jonathan.Lonergan@eb7.co.uk
Jonathan is a recognised specialist in both rights
of light and the associated planning issue of
daylight and sunlight. Jonathan was formerly
a Director of the Neighbourly Matters team at
Savills and brings a wealth of experience to eb7.
John Barnes
Director
020 7148 6291
John.barnes@eb7.co.uk
John has over 10 years’ experience in rights of
light, daylight & sunlight, light pollution, solar
glare and EIAs. Providing consultancy and project
management for the daylight and sunlight
assessments on a number of high profile schemes.
Dan Fitzpatrick
Director
020 7148 6292
Dan.fitzpatrick@eb7.co.uk
Dan has 17 years working within the construction
industry, with 13 years’ relating specifically to
rights of light, daylight and sunlight consultancy.  
In his time he has developed many of the
advanced technical assessments we use at eb7.

Studio 1, 63 Webber Street, London, SE1 0QW
T: +44 (0) 20 7148 6290
E: info@eb7.co.uk
W www.eb7.co.uk
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